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Since the publication of her best-selling book Earth Angels (more than 80,000 copies sold), Doreen Virtue presented workshops about these lightworkers to several international
audiences, which yielded additional information about the various realms that these beings originate from. In addition to the core realms that Doreen discussed in the first book
(Incarnated Angels, Incarnated Elementals, Star People, and Wise Ones), some new realms have been discovered. In Realms of the Earth Angels, Doreen discusses the original
Earth Angels book, plus gives updated descriptions about the new realms, which include Mystic Angels (half-angel, half-wise one); Leprechauns (half-elemental, half-wise one);
Merpeople; Knights; and more. As with the original book, you, the reader, can take an expanded quiz to help you recognize your own realm. Each realm has its own chapter, with
Earth Angel characteristics, suggestions, advice, and case studies.
Archangel Michael is a powerful protector who helps everyone who calls upon him. Inthis enlightening work, Doreen Virtue teaches the many ways in which Michael brings peace
to people everywhere. The book includes fascinating true stories of how Michael has protected people while driving, guided their careers, safeguarded their children . . . and even
reveals his little-known talents for repairing mechanical and electronic machines! You’ll learn how to contact Michael; and discover ways to work with him for physical and
emotional healing for yourself, your friends and family members, or your clients. The stories in this book will open your heart to the amazingly pure, unconditional love that
Michael has for anyone who seeks his help. The Miracles of Archangel Michael will help you feel safe, protected, and very loved!
Your guardian angels are continually giving you messages, frequently through signs, such as seeing rainbows or repetitive number sequences, finding coins or feathers, and
hearing meaningful songs. In this fascinating book, Doreen Virtue and her son Charles teach you how to understand the signs that are always around you. You'll gain comfort
from reading true stories of how angels have answered prayers by giving clear signs revealing their love and protection. You'll also learn how to ask the angels for signs, along
with specific prayers for your career, health, relationships, and other vital areas of your life.
Studies have shown it takes only 21 days for a new habit to take root. If there's a spiritual skill you've always wanted to take advantage of, the answer is only 21 days away with
the 21 Days to Mastery Series. Doreen Virtue is the creator of Angel Therapy®, a system that allows you to connect with the heavenly power of angels. Angels can be called on
to help with all of your problems: health, love, friendship, pets or even machinery! In just 21 days, you'll discover the method to contact these incredible celestial powers.
Following some of Doreen Virtue's best-loved texts about getting in touch with archangels, ascended masters and all other powerful spiritual beings, this quick and easy to follow
course is perfect for daily use. Whenever you're faced with a problem, you can call on the angels. This guide puts their power into your hands, wherever you are.
How to Hear Your Angels is a step-by-step manual on how to clearly receive messages from your angels and guides. The material was culled from Doreen Virtue's best-selling
book Messages from Your Angels and from her workshops. Doreen has been assigning this reading material to her Angel Therapy Practitioner students for many years, and at
their request has compiled the information in this handy book. Within these pages, you'll discover your communication ''style'' so that you can more easily recognize the visions,
words, thoughts, and feelings you receive as Divine guidance. The book is filled with charts to help you discern the difference between true Divine guidance and the voice of the
ego, and it will help you engage in clear and understandable conversations with Heaven.
“When I was three years old, I told my mother I had spoken to my grandfather in Heaven. When I was five, I experienced my first premonition of death. When I was ten, I saw the
ghosts of my grandparents in my room...And with every incident that happened to me, I usually had two reactions. This is really cool, and this creeps me out beyond belief.” This
book was created for all those people out there who, like myself, are reluctant to identify as Psychics, Indigo Children, or Earth Angels, etc. It is for all of us skeptics who roll our
eyes and say “Fairies? Merpeople? Really?” But deep down inside, it makes sense to us, because we feel we really are Fairies or Merpeople or Indigo Children. So we ask
ourselves: “How do I accept this type of spirituality into my life when it goes against so much of what I’ve been taught?”
Part one of "Leap of Faith From Fear to Fulfillment" is a wonderful source of encouragement, empowerment and enlightenment. The chapters, like rungs on a ladder, carefully
guide the reader to hold on, act upon their desires and embrace the opportunity to live their dreams. As they courageously leap to their Divine right place in life they truly
experience the AHHH of fulfillment. The pages are also speckled with some of my own personal experiences. Part two has proven to be a healing and very rewarding experience
for all those who graciously accepted my invitation to share their "Pearls of Wisdom," " Reiki Experiences and Leaps of Faith," and "Poetry." Barry Spilchuk co-author of "A Cup of
Chicken Soup for the Soul" and creator of You're My Hero Books has offered this quote for "Leap Of Faith From Fear to Fulfillment: " "In a world where everything is RUSH,
RUSH, RUSH, And we are told we have to be POWERFUL to succeed, Along comes this timely book from Suzanne Harmony. This book will allow you to GENTLY start to heal,
claim your power and put you on your path to CELEBRATING YOUR GOD GIVEN gifts and talents to the fullest of your ability."
Work with the Angels to Detox Your Body and Energy! Detoxing with the help of your angels is a gentle way to release impurities from your body, reduce fatigue, and heal
addictions. Best-selling author Doreen Virtue and naturopath Robert Reeves teach you simple steps to increase your energy and mental focus, banish bloating, feel and look
more youthful, and regain your sense of personal power. In the process, you'll rid your life of physical toxins, as well as negative emotions and energies. Angel Detoxguides you
step-by-step on how to detox your diet, lifestyle, and relationships. You'll learn how to minimize or eliminate cravings for unhealthful food and substances, feel motivated, and
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enjoy wellness in all areas of your life. This book also includes 7-Day Detox Plans for those wanting to quit smoking or drinking, or to flush out environmental pollution. From
Angel Detox'Letting go of addictions, unhealthful lifestyle habits, and unbalanced friendships heightens your connection to the angelic realm, as you'll release the psychic fog
created by toxins. This fog stems from chemicals and negative energies, so the angels urge you to let this go. By working with the angels, you'll find that your appetite for
healthful, nutritious foods will increase, and you'll become aware of how your body reacts to artificial substances . . . 'Sometimes you may accidentally ignore the angels'
guidance, so definitely ask them for help in hearing the messages you're supposed to take to heart. Or, you can ask them how your detox can be more successful. You'll find that
they will reply with dietary or lifestyle advice. The angels know how you can benefit most right now, and by following their messages, you'll be led to a path of absolute joy.'
Doreen and Robert
Your guardian angels are continually giving you messages, frequently through signs, such as seeing rainbows or repetitive number sequences, finding coins or feathers, and hearing meaningful songs. In this
fascinating book, Doreen Virtue and her son Charles teach you how to understand the signs that are always around you. You'll gain comfort from reading true stories of how angels have answered prayers by
giving clear signs revealing their love and protection. You'll also learn how to ask the angels for signs, along with specifi c prayers for your career, health, relationships, and other vital areas of your life.
"Mermaids are powerful and graceful inhabitants of the water, and represent strong and independent beings who live adventurous nature-based lives."Doreen Virtue Mermaids and Mermen take care of our
oceans and seas, and keep the water element of our world in balance. They are also adventurous and fun-loving creatures who delight in life. This stunning coloring book, with exquisite illustrations from
Norma J. Burnell, brings messages of celebration, care, and fun from the Merpeople. Coloring in these beautiful images will reconnect you with nature and help you rediscover the joy that is already in your
heart. Let the Mermaids show you that there is no end to the beauty and celebration in the world around you!
Each page of this small, full-color gift-style book contains a comforting message to help grieving people come to terms with their loss.
Do people take advantage of your niceness? In this groundbreaking book, Doreen Virtue teaches Earth Angels —extremely sweet people who care more about others’ happiness than their own —how to
maintain their inner peace and loving nature while at the same time holding boundaries. You’ll discover how to overcome fears about saying no, and how to ask for what you want from those around you and
from the universe. Assertiveness for Earth Angels is for anyone who wants to learn the art of speaking up in relationships and in their activism about issues related to the world. Whether you need more
assertiveness with your family, on the job, or in your healing work, you’ll appreciate Doreen’s gentle-but-firm approach to negotiating your earthly needs in heavenly ways!
What if the revelation of a single, ancient secret had the power to restore a sense of identity, purpose, and freedom from fear to all who seek? What if all that was standing between you and a life of bliss was
simply a change in your perception? EARTH ANGEL: Find Your Power, Shine Your Light is your invitation to uncover the clues to your divine nature and ignite the radiance of your soul. A fresh perspective on
the everyday stories that surround us and unique insight into ancient spiritual texts address the myths and misperceptions that have trapped the world in a collective web of fear for centuries, offering a
positive path forward filled with healing and grace for all humankind. This higher level of understanding can help you create a much brighter life by forever changing how you view yourself and your role in the
world. Practical exercises, affirmations, visualizations, and channeled messages can help you: Understand the reason for the re-emergence of angels in our world. Find your unique spiritual gifts and use
them as a positive force in the world. Heal your fear and self-doubt to claim a life of grace, compassion, and self-acceptance. This is a journey of remembering, putting together the pieces of an ancient puzzle
to create a new vision of what an angel is and what it means to be an earth angel in the modern world. Dare to be inspired, healed, and fulfilled by the vibration of the angels as the words within these pages
resonate with the wisdom of your soul.
Begin each morning by communing with your angels, using the 365 channeled meditations in this beautiful gift edition by best-selling author Doreen Virtue. Each page offers a comforting and uplifting
message that sets a positive and healing tone for the day. This material also functions as a divination tool, as you can ask a question and open the book to a thought that provides guidance, support, answers,
and encouragement. Daily Guidance from Your Angels will keep you centered in peacefulness throughout the day, and will help you remember that your angels are always beside you, ready to assist you with
every area of your life. A beautiful ribbon bookmark bound into the spine is the perfect way to easily mark your place, both morning and evening. This book makes the perfect gift for those you love . . .
including yourself!
This course will help you to discover your higher self and to connect with your higher self on a deeper level. Recognizing and connecting with your higher self is an important step to take before you can begin
to recognize the presence of your spirit guides and angels. As you grow spiritually you will embark on a wonderful journey where you learn to love yourself and others, the planet and all that is around you.
You will re-discover yourself. You take an enormous leap forward in your spiritual growth by contacting your Higher Self and discovering who you truly are.
My soul was inspired by spiritual love and the Angels are part of that world. I am an observer of my own evolution in poetry and photography. Angel Witness is a testimony to my life-long passion to give
creative birth to spiritual messages through the language of my heart. Infused with this are photos of my friends, the Angelic world, that I know through the lens of the camera. Gail McNaughton Angel Witness

Karen Noe was strongly guided by the angels to write The Rainbow Follows the Storm to bring comfort and laughter to those who want to know about what happens to our souls after we cross
over to the other side. Part I, "Opening Up to the Spiritual Realm," recounts the author's spiritual journey and how she became a spiritual medium after experiencing the light and receiving a
life-changing message. It includes real stories of messages she has received from those who have crossed over, showing that our souls really do survive and keep the same personality. Part
II, "How to Connect with the Other side," details what the reader can do to receive messages from angels and deceased loved ones. Part III, "Is This All There Is?" incorporates various related
spiritual topics, including God, the Angels, reincarnation, the human spirit, life on other planets, and healing. Part IV, "May Peace Prevail on Earth," is perhaps the most important. At this very
critical period on earth, the oneness of all life means we can create peace within our hearts first, and then peace throughout the entire universe. ISBN: 1-57733-147-8 Endorsements "A
powerful book for anyone on the spiritual path. The Rainbow Follows the Storm is heart-opening and wise, like having a personal spiritual development teacher by your side." Doreen Virtue,
Ph.D., author, Angel Medicine and Archangel Oracle Cards
Messages from Your Angels is a sequel to the bestselling Angel Therapy, 75,000 sold! This is a channeled book that contains uplifting and fresh information from the angelic realm. The
angels, including Archangel Michael, provide healing messages that help readers to heal from emotional pain, find their life's purpose, understand their love life, and make decisions about
important life areas. Doreen receives many letters from people who find Angel Therapy a steady source of comfort and guidance. Many people keep Angel Therapy next to their bed, and open
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it randomly, like an oracle. Messages from Your Angels will offer new levels of comfort, inspiration, and guidance, and will function as a divination tool as well.
Thoroughly examines the diverse aspects of an often misunderstood spirituality--from angels and aliens to reincarnation and the Merkaba--and features magickal practice, spellcraft, and thirty
exercises for dimension travel, healing, meditation, and more. Original. 15,000 first printing.
In this book, Hope, Help, Healing with Archangel Raphael and The Angels, many comments and much information is given which is extremely important at this time in terms of very much
needed hope both in the present and for the future. Planet Earth and the individuals living on it need to know about Angels, Archangels, Spirit Guides, and Ascended Masters in order to avail
themselves of all the helpful, hopeful, healing, protecting and guiding ways they have given in the past and about how all these offerings can be utilized now. The Emerald Joy Healing
Ceremonials, the attunements and the messages are valuable because they come directly from Archangel Raphael himself, his contributions benefiting us all.The authors intensive and
extensive research about past Golden Ages and the predicted Golden Age to come culminates in a last chapter which shows the cosmic role Planet Earth has played in the past and needs to
play again.This book has come forth at this time to offer words of hope, help, and healing to a world in its transformational period!
How the Angels Can Assist You in Every Area of Your Life. Healing with the Angels is an inspirational work that reveals how to work with the angels to improve your physical, mental, and
emotional health. The author's case studies show how depression, anxiety, sleep disorders, and other common maladies can be lifted with ''angel therapy.'' Topics include: angel therapy for
illness; healing others with angels; angelic messages about weight, exercise, and diet; sleep therapy from the angels; angelic clearing of psychological and emotional issues; releasing
addictions and obsessions; and advice on how the angels can heal us of worry, guilt, and other destructive mental habits.
Since the publication of her best-selling book Earth Angels (more than 80,000 copies sold), Doreen Virtue presented workshops about these lightworkers to several international audiences,
which yielded additional information about the various realms that these beings originate from. In addition to the “core realms” that Doreen discussed in the first book (Incarnated Angels,
Incarnated Elementals, Star People, and Wise Ones), some new realms have been discovered. In Realms of the Earth Angels, Doreen discusses the original Earth Angels book, plus gives
updated descriptions about the new realms, which include Mystic Angels (half-angel, half-wise one); Leprechauns (half-elemental, half-wise one); Merpeople; Knights; and more. As with the
original book, you, the reader, can take an expanded quiz to help you recognize your own realm. Each realm has its own chapter, with Earth Angel characteristics, suggestions, advice, and
case studies.
Mermaids are powerful and graceful inhabitants of the waters who can teach us about harnessing the unconscious mind’s ability to attract, create, and manifest . . . while having a fun and
playful life! In this latest entry into her best-selling 101book series (which include Angels 101, Archangels 101, and Fairies 101), Doreen Virtue gives you the fascinating history of mermaids
and mermen from Atlantis and beyond. You’ll read about people’s true experiences with mermaids, and learn how you can unleash more manifestation power by tapping into your inner
merperson. You’ll also see images of ancient and modern mermaids, including photos and descriptions of men and women who wear neoprene mermaid tails and swim in oceans, pools, and
lakes alongside whales, dolphins, and other wildlife. Mermaids 101 is a wonderful reference guide for anyone who is fascinated with this magical underwater world.
The author of this book is a researcher and looks at all aspects from a qualitative evidential point of view. On the other hand the authors wife is a qualified Angel Therapist and therefore looks
to ethereal explanations for events. As such this book describes conflicts of opinion and how they can be resolved during life's journey. This book therefore takes a different look at angels amd
spirituality from the standard tomes on angels and considers them from a neutral point of view with comment, information and humour along the way. This allows for an objective reflection
which illustrates how angels (and perhaps wives) can influence the life of an individual, including those who do not believe in them (angels, not wives), perhaps whether they wish them to or
not!

Many people have seen angels, apparitions of deceased loved ones, and ascended masters, as you'll read in this ground-breaking new collection of true stories by best-selling author Doreen Virtue. You'll
read beautiful descriptions of what they saw and learn about the vital messages imparted by these angels. You'll also read remarkable stories about people who received life-saving messages from their
deceased loved ones during dreams, and about helpful strangers who appeared from out of nowhere during a crisis and then suddenly disappeared. In addition, you'll learn about fascinating scientific
research that is verifying the reality of angel encounters. Doreen also gives you step-by-step instructions that she has successfully employed in her popular workshops to help YOU see and visually connect
with your angels, too.
??????????????????????????? ????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????33???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????????
"Why do I always see the numbers 444 (or 111, 333, etc.) everywhere I go?" is one of the most frequently asked questions that Doreen Virtue receives at her worldwide workshops. In her best-selling book
Healing with the Angels, Doreen included a chapter that briefly explained the meanings behind these number sequences, and many people have commented that they carry the book with them everywhere to
help them interpret the numbers they see daily. By popular request from Doreen’s audience members, Angel Numbers has been created to serve as a pocket guide containing the angelic meanings of
numbers from 0 to 999. Designed to fit into a purse or pocket for easy transport, Angel Numbers provides an interpretation of more complex number sequences than was previously available in Healing with
the Angels. This new book focuses on numbers such as 123, 337, 885, and so on. Whether you’re seeing these numbers on license plates, telephone numbers, the clock, or other locations, they’re very real
messages from the angels. Angel Numbers will help you instantly understand the meaning of these signs!
Do you wonder whether there are angels around you, who they are, and what they look like? In this inspiring work—which is a compilation of the best of Doreen Virtue’s books Angel Visions and Angel Visions
II, plus all-new material—you’ll read uplifting, true stories by ordinary people who have had extraordinary experiences. Doreen has combed through thousands of reports of angel visions to bring you the most
touching and revealing accounts possible. You’ll read about children and adults who received lifesaving messages from their guardian angels, deceased loved ones, and ascended masters; and find out
about helpful strangers who appeared from out of the blue during a crisis and then suddenly disappeared. Doreen also gives you step-by-step instructions that will help you see and visually connect with your
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angels!
In The Big Book of Angel Tarot, best-selling authors Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine follow up their groundbreaking work Angel Tarot Cards with the definitive guide to the mystical art of tarot. By
removing the fear, worry, and secrecy from the process, Doreen and Radleigh are reintroducing the world to this language of the Divine, without diminishing any of the amazing accuracy and detailed
information that tarot is known for. This fascinating book takes you card by card through the journey of The Dreamer in the Major Arcana, fully explaining all of the magical symbolism found throughout tarot.
You’ll come to understand the importance of each suit of the Minor Arcana and its relevance to your daily life, as well as develop a firm grasp of the court cards by getting to know each and every one as if
they’re real people. Doreen and Radleigh reveal the incredible insights into your questions and concerns that arise from various card spreads—and also teach you how to create your own!
When Doreen and her son Grant Virtue were recording podcasts, they noticed that whenever she said the word angel, the recording graphics were shaped like angel wings! So they studied the other words
she said and realized that those with a spiritual or loving basis had large graphs. So they experimented with saying negative words and found that their appearance was completely different: tight and small.
Similar to Masaru Emoto’s work with water crystals, Angel Words gives visual proof of the power and impact of speaking in a loving way. You’ll come to understand why positive words express the most
energy and therefore have the most power to manifest your dreams. You'll also see how negative words have low energy and read how they can actually draw negative experiences to you. This unforgettable
book will immediately motivate you to choose positive words!
Mary, Queen of Angels is a nondenominational book that follows in the successful vein of two of Doreen Virtue’s previous works, The Healing Miracles of Archangel Raphael and The Miracles of Archangel
Michael. Within these pages, Doreen brings forth a collection of true stories from people who have experienced dramatic healings by, and visitations from, Mary. Doreen ties these stories together by
category—with comments and narrative for those who wish to deepen their own connection to Mary and the angels. Mary, Queen of Angels is for people of all faiths and beliefs. It is filled with prayers for
various life situations, fascinating discussions about the history of Mary, and details about geographic locations where there have been sightings of her.
Learn about the newest Earth Angel realms in this revised and updated edition of Doreen Virtue’s best-selling book Realms of the Earth Angels (formerly titled Earth Angels). In addition to exploring chapters
about Incarnated Angels, Starpeople, Wise Ones, and such, you will identify the newly discovered realms – Cherubs, Atlanteans, Aladdin Genies, Galactic Angels, and more – all of which are described in
detail, including their patterns with respect to personality, relationships, physical characteristics, and lifestyle. With Earth Angel Realms, you’ll find out how to fully enjoy the unique qualities of your particular
realm, as well as receive tailor-made guidance focusing on your specific life purpose!

In the same way that "The Indigo Children" was a phenomenon that was much talked-about, before the book came out and explained it, "Earth Angels" is a topic of much discussion among
spiritually minded people world-wide. Four years ago, Doreen Virtue wrote an article on the topic, and then a chapter in her book, "Healing with the Angels," and then more information in
"Healing with the Fairies." Since that time, Doreen has been flooded with letters from people who resonate with the idea, requesting more information. "Earth Angels" will be the first book
devoted to the topic. Doreen will describe the five different types of lightworkers: Incarnated Angels (those who had previous lives as angels, but who are now here as humans); Incarnated
Elementals (those whose previous lives were in the elemental kingdom, as fairies, elves, etc.); Starpeople (those who have lived the majority of their past lives on other planets); Walk-In's
(those who came from a high spiritual realm and walked-in to another person's life, as that soul gladly exited their body); and Reincarnated Sorcerers, Sorceresses, and Wizards (those whose
most recent past life was during Arthurian or Atlantian times, when they practiced high magic). The book will include dozens of case studies; a fascinating analysis of an extensive survey that
Doreen has conducted among people who identify with the five types of Earth Angels; and guidance to help readers to feel happier about their lives, their own idiosyncrasies, and their
missions.
The Spiritual Scientist bridges the gap between science and spirituality to give the reader an understanding of how energy works and how one can balance and restore their energies to have a
tranquil and peaceful life. The book covers the scientific concepts of energy and the human body and relates these concepts to their spiritual aspects. The scientific concepts will be written in
an accurate and a simple fashion, so the reader will be able to understand these concepts without having a high degree of scientific knowledge. The book will discuss the scientific concept first
then relate these to the spiritual aspect. The first chapter is an introduction to what energy is in basic terms with equations and diagrams so the reader can fully understand that every living
thing has its own unique energy. Chapter 2 will describe energetic aura in detail as this is very important for the reader to fully understand, as the book will focus on spiritual practices that can
be used to balance and restore energetic aura, including the chakra system. Chapter 3 will describe the basic anatomy of the human body and will describe the basic fundamental structures
such as a cell and DNA, as well as organs and bodily systems including the endocrine system. Chapter 4 will focus on the 13 chakras in the body. The 13 chakras are represented in the
spiritual scientist’s logo. This chapter will help the reader understand the different chakras in the body and identify when there is a problem or if chakra is inactive, overactive or imbalanced.
Chapters 5-7 will describe specific spiritual practices including crystal healing and aromatherapy that can be incorporated to ground, balance and restore ones' chakras. Chapter 8 will describe
the basic function and structure of the brain and how mindfulness techniques including meditations can be used to restore peace and tranquility in ones' everyday life. The final chapter will be
a guided step-by step protocol combining all the knowledge learnt throughout the book to create their own meditation kits to balance specific auras. Throughout the book, there will be guided
meditations and activities, so the reader will find it easier to understand the importance of these spiritual practices and incorporate them into everyday life.
Now that the Law of Attraction is becoming well known and practiced globally, it appears that humanity is expanding to a new belief system that unlike before, is based in our heart, our
passion, our feeling and love. During times of changes of any kind the question of "Who am I?" is brought to our awareness. One way or another, eventually inventory of our life is required to
better understand different parts of it or altogether. This book offers you a way to explore your true self through stories and exercises. Author's hope is that it awakens different aspects of your
true self and leads you to recognize and experience the power of your uniqueness as well as embrace it. All of us deserve to be in touch with our true self and this is what leads us to live the
life of our dreams. The main intention for this book is to encourage you to be true to yourself, accept and love yourself! May it help you on your journey!
It’s true—you can spiritually heal; instantly manifest your heart’s desires; and commune with angels, goddesses, fairies, and ascended masters! In this true spiritual adventure story and
reference book, Doreen Virtue writes about the enlightened beings who can unlock the magical gifts within you. In Part I, you’ll travel with Doreen through a Sedona sweat lodge, the
Polynesian island of Moorea, a goddess temple at the Isle of Avalon, and other exotic locations. You’ll read the powerful messages she received from Mother Mary while visiting Lourdes, and
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you’ll peek over Doreen’s shoulder as she gives psychic readings and receives information about Lemuria, merpeople, and the new Rainbow Children. Part II alphabetically lists and
describes the attributes of goddesses and angels in an easy-to-use guide that will help you awaken your innate spiritual abilities.
Counsels the selfless on how to assert their own wants and needs, instead of always trying to please everyone else, in order to be happier and more able to help others.
Doreen Virtue has created this book to give you daily reminders to ask for your angels’ assistance with anything and everything. All the entries within come directly from the angels, so by
reading their words daily, you’ll be immersed in the sweet energy of their love. This will help you be more aware of your own guardian angels’ messages for you. With the help of this book,
each of your days will be filled with blessings, miracles, and joy!
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